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The Reach Group‘s goal is to make digital communication more efficient and effective. The core of this strategy is a steady focus on the end customer. 

Advertising methods dynamically address the personal needs of the consumer within the customer journey while taking into account current data 

protection regulations. The process starts at the first moment of contact with a brand, continues throughout the purchase decision process and goes 

beyond to the establishment of long-term brand loyalty.

Within the universe of real-time advertising (RTA), Programmatic Advertising provides an excellent opportunity to establish a 1:1 relationship between 

your advertisement and the user addressed. Online marketing campaigns, after all, are only successful when they send the right message to consumers at 

the right time. Thanks to our automated media buying process, we are able to reach highly selective target groups for you in real time. To do so, we take 

advantage of the possibility within the programmatic media value chain to compare first party data, such as your CRM data, with anonymized second party 

data from cooperation partners and with information -- checked for adherence to data protection laws -- from third party providers, thus turning Big Data 

into relevant data. Our data specialists don‘t just take care of media planning and purchasing for you, they create, collect, analyze and segment new data 

on your behalf. This process allows us to better interconnect the cookie-based world with the profile-based world. As a provider of real-time bidding, we 

don‘t just ensure that your campaign attracts the attention you want, we also provide the greatest possible reach at the most competitive and transparent 

prices possible. We do so by way of permanent monitoring and through the use of detailed tuning possibilities in real time.

Summary:

With its data-driven approach, Programmatic Advertising makes possible the development of comprehensive media, buying and product strategies. That means 

that the appropriate consumer for messages and products can be found in real time by way of display, mobile, social and video, depending on a user‘s online 

situation. The advertising ecosystem becomes less important while the purposeful and effective interaction with the target group and individual user becomes 

paramount. For advertisers, this translates into less scatter loss and greater cost efficiency thanks to a dynamic media budget combined with smart data solutions 

and higher conversion rates.

· User-centered advertising: multi-dimensional, data-driven user interaction along the entire sales funnel  

· Cost efficiency: less scatter loss through optimized targeting and automated media buying

· Meta DSP: We reach over 80 percent of all European Internet users

· Brand protection: adherence to all EU/EC data protection laws in addition to the comprehensive application of brand safety tools

· Comprehensive service: ad-hoc data analysis, A/B testing, campaign management, reporting and custom ad design 

· Reporting: Complete transparency provides the optimal conditions for the continuous optimization of campaign targets
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